SPREAD THE SIGN - SYRIA in progress...

“SPREAD THE SIGN – SYRIA” is in the stage of finalizing the online dictionaries in the Syrian, Bulgarian, Greek and Cypriot sign languages. These dictionaries and their video recordings are uploaded and ready to be used by the final beneficiaries.

The SPREAD THE SIGN online educational tool already includes over 400,000 signs and 38 sign languages. It is constantly developing with the aim to support the integration of deaf/hearing impaired people and to provide them with equal educational opportunities.

The SPREAD THE SIGN online tool is available at www.spreadthesign.com.

FINAL PROJECT MEETING...

Due to the COVID-19 emergency, the final project meeting took place online on the 23rd of September 2020. The partners from Sweden, Turkey, Bulgaria, Greece and Cyprus reviewed the activities progress by country, discussed the development of the online dictionaries in the Syrian, Bulgarian, Greek and Cypriot sign languages and the next steps towards the finalization of the project.
What’s next on SPREAD THE SIGN - SYRIA:

➢ Organising a pilot testing of the platform in all partner countries.
➢ Organising national conferences in all partner countries as exploitation events for spreading the project’s results among relevant stakeholders.

The National Conference in Cyprus will take place on the 10th of October 2020. If you are interested to participate please contact golfo.kateva@synthesis-center.com

PROJECT PARTNERS:

EUROPEAN SIGN LANGUAGE CENTRE (Sweden) – coordinator
UNITED SOCIETIES OF BALKANS (Greece)
MERT ÖZTÜRK SPECIAL EDUCATION VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL (Turkey)
SYNTHESIS CENTER FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION LTD (Cyprus)
KU TU EOOD (Bulgaria)

For more information on the project, please visit www.spreadthesign.com and https://www.facebook.com/spreadthesignofficial/, or contact:

EUROPEAN SIGN LANGUAGE CENTRE
address: Ormesta 505, 70595 Örebro, Sweden
phone: +46 72 1765145
email: thomas.lydell@signlanguage.eu